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Plimpton describes his brand of journali
sm

by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
George Plimpton, a man who has
entered a wide variety of occupations
and experiences in the name of "participatory journalism:' spoke at UMO
through the Guest Lecture Series on
Wednesday.
Participatory journalism enables a
writer to gain first-hand experience of
the subject being written about.
Plimpton said he first became interested in the field while trying to get
on the staff of the Harvard humor
magazine. The editors insisted he run the
Boston Marathon.
He decided to enter the race a block
and a half from the finish, ending up
directly behind the leader whom Plimpton said was more than surprised to see
him appear looking fresh and out of
nowhere.
Plimpton said he got the feeling of
what it is like to be a marathon runner,
even in the short time he was in the race.
Throughout his career Plimpton has
had the opportunity to be involved in
various activities which include:
Famous sports journalist George Plim
quarterback with the Detroit Lions, boxpton, shown signing autographs, spoke
Wednesday night in Hauck Auditorium
ing against Archie Moore, Goalie with
(Mullins photo).
the Boston Bruins, Basketball player
Plimpton related stories of the many
with the Boston Celtics, Aerial Artist cus, Photographer for Pfayboy, stand-up
comic at Ceasar's Palace, and many
occupations he entered but gave
with the Clyde Beatty-Cole Brothers Cirlittle
more.
credit to himself for anything that
hap-

Shantytown campers air grievances.
by Ken Brack
Staff Writer
"Our connection to apartheid is
far
more ugly and disgusting than the
trash
around here," Peter Nielsen
said,
looking around at the plywood,
sheets
of plastic and debris making up
Shan
tytown. Along with the 20 to 30 peop le
who have camped at the site duri
ng the
past six nights, Nielsen, a Maine
Peace
Action Committee member and one
of
Shantytown's organizers, is ready to
stay
on the mall. "We will be he indef
initely, as long as what we're doing
creates
awareness,"
the
fourth
year
English/history major from Lynnefield
,
Ma., said.
Another Shantytown participant and
MPAC member, Duffy Plunkett, said
the
group will remain camped on the
mall

at least until the Johnson administration
speaks strongly against the UMaine
Foundation's investments as well.
"When is the administration going to
start exercising their rights of free
speech?" Plunkett, a French/Spanish
major and poet, asked.
Other Shantytown participants spoke
of the impact their actions are making
on campus and the learning experiences
involved. Melinda Nelte, an anthropology major from West Hartford,
Connecticut, said, "Many people are not
sure at first whether they should cross
the fence or not. This can be really intimidating." Neite said, "We go out
and tell people what the armbands mean
and why we are here."
April Rocutte, a political science major from Jackson, Maine, said, "We

Residents of Shantytown, located on
the mall in front of Fogler library, say
they will remain there until Home
coming (Milenti photo).

want people to come over to talk to
us." MPAC member and Shantytown
organizer Steve Gray said "People come
over and take the time to talk. It belies
the notion that this campus is apathetic.
The move from representative to participatory democracy is a little intimidating at first, not surprisingly. It
will come in time." Discussing the
response to the divestment issue raised
by Shantytown, Gray said, "This gives
people the opportunity to express care
and concern in whatever way they can
- blankets, food, karma." ,
Jeff Lyden, a human developement
major from Bangor, said he felt an encouraging sense of community between
Shantytown participants and others outside. "People who don't normally voice
their support are out," Lyden said.
Many participants stressed the learning
process going on within Shantytown
members themselves. Sarah Massengill,
a psychology major from Etayhead, New
Jersey, said, "Being out here helps you
empathize with'South Africans. But this
is easy compared to what is happening
-to them."
•
Shantytown participants said their experience camping at the site parallels the
situation in South Africa to a limited extent. Neilsen cited a rumor which spread
one night that conservatives were going
to bomb the site.
"We had a real sense of fear, wondering if we were going to be victims. We
could imagine some of the black
Africans' fears of the police under martial law. Copparing our little fear to
their major fear was a learning experience," Neilsen said.
One participant, Jeff Steffen, a speech
disorder major from Bennington, Vermont, said he previously opposed apartheid and has learned about the UMaine
Foundation's role while at Shantytown.
(see SHANTY page 2)

pened correctly while he was part of the
sports teams. •
During the five minutes he playe
d
goalie for the Boston Bruins Plimpton
said the opposing team took six shots
and only one went in, but he didn't keep
them out.
He said most of the pucks hit him and
the experience was, "not unlike being
a-tree in the fairway."
The assignment he said made him the
most nervous was when he was a percussionist with the New York Philharmonic
because in music one cannot make
mistakes.
To avoid having problems with the
people he would be writing about Plimpton said he tried to show them he
was
not out to write about the darker side
of
the subject.
"What they're all praying for is that
they'll get through the game without
being humiliated," he said.
Plunpton said that the pleasure in participatory journalism was in meeting
people whom he called "comedians".
He said that the job he spends most
of his time on now is that
of
editor of the The Paris Review.

University College
gets new committee
by Ken Brack
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
voted unanimously Wednesday
night to create a committee to address the needs of students at the
University College, formerly BCC.
Citing an expressed interest from
members of the University College,
student government President Paul
Conway said "The bulk of the
committee should be made of
those students... it is their initiative
to come up with their own
guidelines." Whether or not
University College students will
have senate representatives or nonvoting liasons will be decided by
the committee, Conway said.
Off-campus Senator Betsy Marsano said from her own conversations, she "was not sure those
students were totally disenfranchised," with the current situation.
After Marsano asked if other colleges within the university would
want similar representation, Conway said the committee idea would
only be specifically implemented
for the University College.
The senate also passed a resolution cmting revised accounting
procedures for student government
boards. The procedures, which *ill
become effective during the fall of
1986, were based on the recommendations of Vice President for
Financial Affairs Kim Downs.
The procedures require all
boards and large clubs to use the
same bank as designated by student government's Financial Affairs Office Also, they give Conway, Vice President Sorenson and
(see COLLEGE page 2)
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(continued from page 1)
Members of MPAC and others win
stay at the site through October break
and Homecoming weekend until an indefinite date. Neilsen said, "The Administration has co-oiled a bit with us,
giving us lights, protection (and)toilets.
Shantytown will keep growing until they

come to terms with us, even if it takes
removing us with bulldozers."
Some of the participants wrote lyrics
to further express the connections being
made by the existence of Shantytown at
UMO. Sung to the turd of "House of
the Rising Sun", some of the lyrics
include:

BLOOM COUNTY

"There is a shack in Orono
that's made of white man's trash,
it stands there to symbolize
our fight for freedom's past...
...there is a wall in South Africa
that's not made of wood or stone,
it's called the wall of prejudice
too strong to break alone."

by Berke Breathed

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

DR PAN,14/H4T ABOUT
7HAT NOTORIOUS EABY
BOOM SUBSWJES —
774E YUPRE 7 /5 HE
A PHENOMENON OF
71-IE PAST2

YUPPIE'S VERY RESTUENT,
THOU6H.IHAIE NO DOUBT
HE'LL BE BACK,PROEVIENty
IN 771HE FOR THE CHRISTMAS
SEASON'. HE TENDS TO REAPPEAR 1.41 clues.

OSHANTY
Downs the "ability and authority" to
prevent boards from owrspending their
budgets by requiring the Vice President
for Financial Affairs' signature on the
authorization cards of all bank accounts. Off-campus Senator Sean
Seaman added a friendly amendment requiring that any authorization of the
board accounts by student government
officers to be for informational purposes, rather than for withdrawing or
manipulating funds.
Downs said her signature on the
authorization cards allows her to give accountants and auditors information
about student goverment board accounts when board treasurers were not
available.
The senate also gave preliminary club
approval to the Non-11-a1itional Students
Issues Group, BACCHUS, Students
Against Multipd Sclerosis and the Arnold Air Society. The senate also passed a vote of confidence for a proposed
confidence course at UMO after a
presentation by Oxford Hall Resident
Director Nancy Arsenault.

Classifieds
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Wednesday, October 23
8- p.m. Wells Commons
free admission!
sponsored by Residential Life
Marty Bear...voice of the 80's...singer, entertainer
Newsweek calls him "one of the most
recommended acts in the country"
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UMO granted $43,000to study red pandas
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
Researchers at UMO have been awarded a grant to study the red panda, a littleknown animal that inhabits the forests
of Nepal.
Nepal-native Pralad Yonzon, a doctoral candidate in the department of
wildlife, and his adviser Dr. Malcolm
Hunter, associate professor of wildlife
resources, were awarded a $43,000 grant
from the World Wildlife Fund-U.S. for
the two-year project.

Hunter said he didn't "have the foggiest notion" of how many red pandas
are in existence. Although they are not
officially endangered, Hunter said the
red panda population is thought to be
declining due to the destruction of the
forest, their habitat.
"The trees are cut down for firewood,
and aren't being replanted at an adequate rate," Hunter said.
The red panda eats bamboo, like its
close relatiw, the giant panda, Hunter
said, but the species is small, raccoon-

like and the color of a fox. "They really
awreell aasvtehrye
epa
o
ivfeNan
imi,a1,
H"
aatHunter
ersatd
said. Although the red panda exists in
northern Burma and southern China, as
forests
their study will focus solely on Nepal.
"I'm going over in March,and Pralad
Yonzon will be over there the entire two
years. He's doing it as part of a Ph.D.
program offered at UM" Hunter
said.
Yonzon is collecting data at Langtang
National Park, located in the Himalayan

region of central Nepal.
"Red pandas are difficult to observe
because they are rare, reclusive, and
predominantly nocturnal," Yonzon
said.
According to Yonzon, attempts will be
made to capture and radio-collar some
of the animals.
"The red panda is the focal point for
a study of the entire ecosystem, Hunter
said. "We hope that concern for the red
panda will lead to conservation of the
entire Himalayan Forest."

by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer

telecommunications to be the next
speaker. Macknight said that through
telecommunications it is possible to give
a lecture in Orono and have it transmitted to high schools and other universities. "It is an exciting concept that
needs to be explored," she said.
Committee member Robert Whelan,
representing the president's office, said
one example of a change seen at UMO
in the last 10 years is the increase in nontraditional students who constitute nearly V3 of UMO's population.
How the university deals with this
change as an institution is a question for
the task force, Whelan said.
"We want to do things that reflect the
needs of the group, for example
childcare," he said.

Fund to be used to pay Johnson: changes' task
for visiting professors force needs to improve
by John Strange
Staff Writer

=111i1

In 1962, Mark R. Shibles, the late
dean of the College of Education, came
up with a plan to bring "distinguished
professors" to UMO. Today, 23 years

later, his plan is becoming reality in the
Mark R. Shibles Distinguished Visiting
Professorship.
The UMaine board of trustees accepted the proposal to implement the endowed professorship on Sept. 23, freeing up a fund which will exceed $93,000
by the time the first visiting professor arrives at UMO.
Robert Cobb, dean of the College of
Education, said the professorship is
meant "to attract individuals with national stature to visit the campus for extended periods."
The program will bring a new professor to UMO every year, starting with
the 1986 summer session. The vi6ting
professor can teach on campus during
the summer or during a semester.
Cobb added that it vras unlikely a professor would remain for the entire
academic year, unless the professor was
retired.
The home university will pay for the
professor's sabbatical, and the College
of Education will contribute for the professor's moving and living costs.
Cobb said the policy advisory committee to the College of Education plans
to select three or four candidates this fall

and approach them with the details and
potentials of the professorship.
According to the proposal to the BUT,
the professor should have a doctorate,
teaching experience in higher education,
a "distinguished record of scholarly ac:omplishments" and a national
eputation.
The college plans to attract the proessors by using a fund that Shibles,
tarted in 1962. Today, there is over
8,000 in the fund. By the summer of
186, when the first professor is ex)ected,the fund will exceed $93,000.
According to BOT rules, a fund of this
‘ipe cannot be used unless it has a
mlance of at least $100,000. However,
he BOT approved a plan which would
dlow the college to use the fund prior
o reaching the $100,000 requirement.
Seventy-five percent of the interest will
my for the professorship and 25 percent
will remain in the fund.
When the fund reaches $100,000 next
'ear, 100 percent of the interest
ienerated will be used to support the
professorship. At approximately 7 percent interest, the college can offer almost
$7,000.
However, Cobb said UMO has more
-to offer to visiting professors than just
money. "People who know what this environment offers in the summer months
might accept a financial sacrifice. We
have some built-in attractions."
Cobb said many professors might "enjoy being out of the city," and that
UMO offers a quiet environment for
writing and research.
"We have a good chance of attracting
some very fine people," he said. "I
don't feel that anybody is out of
reach."
Shibles proposed the professorship in
1962 to then UMO President Lloyd,
Elliot. After Elliot approved the plan,
education professors donated part of
their salary to the fund. Cobb said that
professors "teaching overload," or
over 12 credits a week, would contribute
the extra salary from the fifth course,
4vhich was often taught in Augusta or
Portland at night.
he professors contributed $18,000 to
the fund owr three years. Cobb said the
money accrued interest and doubled in
10 years.
\C

Attention
Students of the Eastern Orthodox Faith
141 H.&

We will meet on
Thursday - October 24 - 7:30 p.m. - MCA House
Looking forward to seeing you then--Fr. Thomas Heath

UMO President Arthur Johnson said
Monday a task force he appointed last
fall on "Preparing Ourselves for a
Changing World" is doing well so far but
needs improvement.
Johnson said the task force was formed because the university should think
ahead about changes that are taking
place in society and take the lead in these
areas, not follow.
The mission statement of the task
force says, "As a land-grant and seagrant institution in this state, the University of Maine at Orono not only has an
opportunity but an obligation to help
Maine citizens deal with these challenges
(of the future) on an informed and
educated basis."
The task force invites people to UMO
as consultants for faculty, community
members, and students, said Nancy
Macknight, co-chairman of the task
force.
The first speaker this semester was
Frank Newman, an expert in education
administration, who spoke at Friday's
convocation.
The task force is currently trying to arrange for someone in the field of

Macknight said the task force would
like to have three sessions a semester and
include faculty and community members
as speakers.
Both Whelan and Johnson said they
were pleased with the program so far but
they would like to see more involvement
from faculty.
Johnson said he would like to see a
speaker every month, possibly even student speakers.

EN
Rush
Dinner
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
cordially invite all underclass
males to an open rush dinner on

Thursday, October 17 - 5 p.m.
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World/U.S. News
Third bomb in Salt Lake
City injures researcher
SALT LAKE CITY(AP) — A bomb
exploded in a car near the Mormon Temple on Wednesday, critically injuring a
researcher who helped acquire a controversial church document linked to two
people killed in similar bombings the
day before.
Mark Hofmann, a researcher of Mormon historical documents, was taken to
LDS Hospital in critical condition, said
Lt. Bill Gray.
Detectives had been looking for Hofmann on Nikelnesday and had obtined
search warrants for his home, said Salt
Lake County Sheriff ft-te Hayward. A
man described in a compoite police
drawing following Tuesday's bombings
fit the description of Hofmann,
Hayward said.
Friends of Hofmannn said he had
received threats on his life last week and
had an appointment Tuesday with Steven
F. Christensen, 31, a stockbroker and
Mormon documents researcher who was
killed that morning by a bomb left in
front of his office in a downtown
building

Kathy Sheets, 50, was killed at her
home later Tuesday by a bomb apparently intended for her husband J. Gary
Sheets, a Mormon bishop who was involved with Christensen in his efforts to
determine the authenticity of the
"Salamander Letter." The document,
which runs counter to official Mormon
accounts of how the religion began, purportedly was written in 1830 by Martin
Harris, an elderly church follower of its
founder, Joseph Smith.
Hofmann had just come out of either
the Salt Lake Temple, or a chudrchowned gymnasium and got into his
sports car when a bomb under his seat
exploded, ripping the roof off the auto
and propelling him into the street, Gray
said.
Until Wednesday's blast, police had
been investigating whether the explosions on uesday were aimed at present
and former officers of CFS Financial
Corp., a faltering investment company
with nearly 3,000 investors nationwide.

Black South African
to be hanged Thursday
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP)
- The mother of a black man due to be
hanged this week for a political
assassination saw her son Wednesday
and vowed,"He will die like Jesus, for
his people."
Veteran anti-apartheid lawmaker
Helen Suzman urged that the life of the
condemned man, Benjamin Moloise, 30,
be spared.
"An act of clemency in the case of

SCRIPTURE
n

an open Bible study
on i Olt 6:30 S. Bangor Lounge
The Maine Christian Association

"

Benjamin Moloise wouiu uo South
Africa a great deal of good, both with
regard to the black community at home
and internationally," said Mrs. Suzman, a member of the opposition Progressive Federal Party, which opposes
apartheid, the government's official
policy of racial separation.
Moloise, an upholsterer by trade, was
convicted for the 1982 assassination of
a black security policeman. At his trial,
he described himself as a supporter of
the banned African National Congress,
the main guerrilla organization trying to
overthrow the white minority
government
-- ----If Moloise is hanged, he would be the
fifth ANC member of self-proclaimed
ANC supporter executed in South
Africa.

•
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Stillwater Village Apartments ;

N ow Renting ForJanuary
Rents start at $385 per;
month. One, two and three
bedroom units available.,
First months rent and security include heat, hot water,,
stove, refrigerator, and
dishwasher.Also wall to wall;
carpeting, and parking for up
to four cars. For more information
call 866-2658.;
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NEWS BRIEFS
Schools halt search
for hidden weapons
DETROIT(AP)- Officials have
halted weapon searches at the city's public schools pending a
federal court bearing as to whether
they are legal, the American Civil
Liberties Union says.
ACLU and school officials
reached an informal agreement
concerning the searches in late
September before US. District
Judge Avern Cohn.
The ACLLJ filed suit Sept. lion
behalf of a female student who
said she was unfairly patted down
by a security officer. The suit
argues that the random mass searches violate students' right to
privacy.
The checks began after a series
of incidents in schools involving
weapons.

Austrian police seize
133 pounds of heroin
VIENNA, Austria (AP) Austrian police have seized 133
pounds of heroin and arrested 21
people in what they said was the
largest seizure of the drug ever in
Europe.
Interior Minister Karl Blecha
told a press conference Wednesday
that most of those arrested were
Iranians or Turks.
The heroin, brought here in
trucks and destined for the West
Coast of the United States, was
worth $8.1 million, Blecha said.
He said the seizure was made
following a year-long investigation.
Blecha said the arrests were linked to a heroin seizure at London's
Heathrow Airport on July 10 last
year. He said the U.S Drug Enforcement Administration, Interpol in Paris and West German
criminal authorities helped in the
case.

U.S. physicists win
latest Nobel Prize
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) American researchers Herbert A.
Hauptman and Jerome Karle won
the 1985 Nobel Prize for chemistry
for a discovery expected to advance
the semiconductor industry.
Hauptman,68, is a professor at
the Medical Foundation of Buffalo, N.Y., and Katie, 67, is a professor at the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, Nobel
officials said.

The Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences has given the chemistry
prize to Americans for three consecutive years.
Nobel officials said the
achievements of the two
Americans had allowed development of "practical instruments for
determining the structure of
molecules within both inorganic
and organic chemistry - not least
within the chemistry of natural
products.-"
The two Americans are not
chemists
themselves,
but
physicists.

Oil rig capsizes;
2 trapped, nine hurt
GALVESTON, Texas(AP)- An oil.
rig under tow capsized Wednesday
in the Gulf of Mexico off
Galveston, and two crewmen were
believed trapped and nine others
injured, Coast Guard officials
said.
Coast Guard divers were in route
to the scene.
Three of the injured men were
being airlifted to the University of
Texas Medical Branch in
Galveston.
The other six were aboard a
Coast Guard cutter headed for
Galveston and their injuries were
not considered as serious, Ensign
Drew Pearson of the Galveston
Coast Guard office said.
The rig was being operated by
Drynorth USA Inc., based in
Houston, Pat Plant, a Drynorth
spokeswoman said.
Coast Guard spokesman, U.j.g.
Bruce Jones said the rig was being
towed when it rolled over.

EPA makes ruling
on calling alerts
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency
agreed to a Union Carbide request
not to require an automatic alert
to local government agencies at the
West Virginia plant making methyl
isocynate because false alarms
would be frequent, an EPA official
said Wednesday.
Methyl isocynate or MIC is the
pesticide ingredient that killed
more than 2,000 people in Bhopal,
India, aft-Tit leaked from a Union
Carbide
there last December.
After that accident, the company stopped making M1C at Institute, W. Va., to review safety
procedures.

Evergreen Apartments

New, one bedroom apartments near campus, fully furnished to accommodate two people, on-site laundry and
full basement for private storage. Located in a forest
setting.
reserve your Evergreen Apt. for next semester

Call:

RI. Realty Management
942-4815
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Reports say An
among most educated
WASHINGTON(AP)— Giant strides
in schooling since 1940 "have made the
American people the most educated in
the world," but the quality of U.S.
schools sagged in the 1970's, a Census
Bureau study concluded Abzinesday.
The special demographic study by two
Census analysts also found evidence that
the "return" on a college education —
the edge in earnings that college
graduates have over high school
graduates — is growing again after
shrinking in the 1970s.
In 1940, only 38 percent of those ages
25 to 29 had attained a high school
diploma, and a mere six percent of those
surveyed by the Census Bureau said they
have high school diplomas and 22 percent possess college degrees.
It cited surveys showing that in
1980-81 almost 32 percent of all U.S.adults 25 or older had at least some col-

Collapse of auditorium
roof kills 71 students

lege efl
,ucation, compared with 17.3 percent of East Germans, 17.2 percent of
Canadians, 15.5 percent of Swedes, 14.5
percent of Japanese, and 7 percent of
Hungarians.
The report said that the poor showing of American students on some international scholastic comparisons is due
in part to the low rate of attrition from
U.S. schools. Countries with high
dropout or flunk-out rates generally look
better on such rankings.
It said many people have been concerned "about a glut of college
graduates" and that the value of a college degree "will not hold up if too many
people get college educations."
Buttressing those fears were studies in
the late 1960s and 1970s showing an erosion in the traditional edge in earning
power that college graduates had over
those with only high school diplonrs.

DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) Hundreds of volunteers donated
blood at hospitals and makeshift
clinics Wednesday for students
who were injured when the roof of
an auditorium collapsed during a
heavy rain and killed at least 71
people.
Al least 300 were injured by tons
of concrete and metal that crashed into a Dhaka University
assembly hall lbesday night while
the students were watching the
popular soap opera "Suktara"
Morning Star.
The rains were generated by a
storm that swept onto the coast
from the Bay of Bengal, flooding
low-lying areas and leaving tens of

thousands homeless. Wtather officials said wind gusts of 93 mph
had been reported, but the storm
changed direction and the wind
speed was 31 mph when it came
ashore.
The government declared three
days of national mourning for the
dead students and ordered an
investigation.
The 56-year-old auditorium was
undergoing its third renovation,
university officials said, including
roof repair.
City hospitals reported Wednesday night that 71 students were
confirmed dead and 300 had been
admitted for treatment, some in
critical condition. Newspapers said
100 people were feared killed.
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Launch hour. Throttles are at full
power as a supersonic roar sweeps
across the flight deck. And you're
the pilot.
The catapult fires and Cr forces
slam you back into your seat. Seconds later, you're punching a hole
in the clouds and looking good.
Nothing heats the excitement of

Navy flying. And no other job
can match the kind of management responsibility you get so
quickly in the Navy.
The rewards are them,too.
Around-the-world travel opportunities with a great starting
salary of$19,200. As much
as $33,600 after four years with

promotions and pay increases.
Take offfor tomorrow in the
Navy. With top-level training
to help you build technical and
managerial skills you'll use for
a lifetime. Don'tjust settle into
a job:launch a career. See your
Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBIUTY FAST.
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Editorial

Life's
A Beach

Apathy at UMO

wher
JERRY TOURIGNY

I

n a perfect society, all are equal and everything is
fair. In Utopia, no one is dissatisfied and all is right
and good.

In the real world, the world today, people are not
treated with equality, and not much is fair. Dissatisfaction is widespread. And what is right and good? Not
many people seem to care that the world is not just.
It is not just at UMO, or even just in Maine. Apathy
is a problem that is as widespread as it is serious.
A report cited recently in The Boston Globe said colleges and universities are graduating more and more
apathetic students. They are not answering questions
posed in classes, and they are not getting involved in
class discussions.
In America's history, traditionally youth has been
liberal, age conservative There haw been swings to the
left and to the right in the last half century politically
speaking. And while youth has followed these trends
it has maintained its idealism, its hope that the future
can be better.
But this campus is witnessing the death of youth
(read idealism). When youth no longer questions
authority, or rebels against controls placed on it (justly or unjustly), then - grab the oxygen tank - youth is
dead.

Its official passing was witnessed Friday on the Mall.
At two consecutive events estimates place attendance
at 200 at the most. With a student population greater
than 9,000 this reflects less than 5 percent attendance.
At Harvard University mass demonstrations have
been held, urging the institution to withdraw its interests from South Africa. Students at Harvard receive
nationwide attention for their protests. At UMO,a few
average-sized demonstrations have been held. They attracted the attention of local television stations, and
by extension the population of northern Maine.
The components of youth on campus will some day
grow up. The habit of non-participation will be ingrained by then. It will be a bad habit that could be broken
at any time but laziness and yes, apathy, precludes that
end.
The issues that are problems today will still be problems non year, ten years from nov4 next century. They
will not go away by themselves. The power of the people comes from the people. It is with the people that
the power to make changes lies. Abrking toward an
ideal society is a task not lightly undertaken. Unfortunatley it is a task that may not be undertaken at all.
dUt4AIGZ. farRiLe,f
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Fountain
of
youth
o

Ahhhh to be young forever. Wouldn't
it be great. Think about it. To always be
young. Always being able to do the
things you like to do and not worry
about being too old.
The fountain of youth.
What if you could prevent getting old?
Never having to face those dilemmas
that sometimes accompany the golden
years such as senilty, sickness and the
general decline of the physical body.
What if you could always be young.
Young and healthy. Good health is taken
for granted by almost everyone but it is
the most important thing to having a
happy life. Ask anyone who has been
seriously sick or stuck in a hospital for
an extended time.
The fountain of youth. It has been the
topic of many discussions, books and
films. What if such a possibility existed.
What if there was something in this
world, be it a potion, brew, serum or
whatever, which allowed a person to
freeze in their present place in the aging
process.
What would people do if given the opportunity to choose whether or not to
accept the fountain of youth.
The reflexive response may be to say
c- yes. Why not? Who doesn't want to be
young., It is, people say, the best times
of our lives. Not only would you have
your whole life to look forward to but
the life of our human world. Eternity.
Therein lies what could be a drawback.
The positive factors of eternal youth
are obvious. Not only.would you always
enjoy the benefits of being young and
healthy but think of all you would see
and learn.
In the past 30 years, so much has been
done technologically and so much has
changed. Even in our own regular life
spans we will see vast changes from the
way things exist today. But,the changes
you would witness in an unlimited
amount of the future are limitless. Such
a possibility is exciting.
However not is all positive when considering this option. If you were to remain at a constant age, you would continually be watching friends, relatives
and spouses grow old and die. There
would continually be that feeling of
eventually being left behind and alone.
Perhaps the biggest dilemma in the
decision-making process would be the
question of faith. If your faith and belief
that there is a heaven, a place far greater
than Earth, is strong, then your question
would be answered. If your faith is
borderline or absent, then there would
be a choice to make.
And so here is the hypothetical question. If someone possessed the ability to
give you eternal youth, and gave you the
choice, what would you do? Choose a
normal life span or eternal youth and
good health. I think I would pass. How
about you?
Jerry Tourigny is ajunior majoring in
journalism and political science from
Sanford, Maine
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Response
when writing

Violence not apartheid solution

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel

To the editor:
Many of us are getting tired
of the incessant noise from the
minority that believes the only
answer to the problem in South
Africa is violence. I am disappointed to see such an organization as MPAC, which purports
to support peace, take part in
activities that can only provoke
violence among citizens of
another nation. Though the
South African government is
making notable progress in ridding inself of the racism that
has been a part of its culture for
over a century, some organizations insist on inflaming the
situation by supporting such actions as divestment. MPAC is
quickly becoming an embarrassment to our university. It
has as much as scoffed at the

Telephone abuse
lb the editor:
It has been called one of the
most widespread problems on
this campus. You can never
know who is involved: your
roommate, your best friend, or
maybe even your lover. It is
eating away at the roots of our
moral fiber. It is undermining
all we stand for as an educational system. It's been in the
closet for too long, and I believe
that now it should come out into the light. Yes, my friends, I
have written today to discuss
telephone abuse.
Sure, it's shocking, but we
must deal with it before it gets
totally out of control. I, myself,
was once a telephone abuser for
many years before I sought professional help. I even looked
forward to the weekend days in
advance knowing that when the
magic hour came I could once
again rip those receivers out of
the booth and hide them behind
the washing machine. To feel

the tension of the cord as I pulled it tight, and then that final
flick of the wrist when it would
break free. Ecstacy! But I'm
okay now. I've seen the TA
demon for what it really is and
beaten it back. I realized my
problem was simply that I was
not mature enough to handle
telephones, so I swore off them.
In fact, the National Association for Telephone Offenders
(NATO)states that as much as
10 percent of the population is
a much higher risk of becoming
TA's themselves.
My answer to the problem? I
think we should raise the
telephone age to 21. I encourage
you to write your representatives in Augusta to enact this
much needed legislation. Take it
from a reformed TA. Let's stop
this madness before it is too
late!

On behalf of all the faculty
and staff who attended, I would
like to thank the department of
physical education and athletics
for their Faculty and Staff Appreciation Day last Saturday.
My family and I thoroughly enjoyed the skating and swimming in the morning the noontime barbeque, and the afternoon football game. We were

is that. the South "African
government has been making
an earnest attempt to disband
apartheid (through organizations such as MPAC purposefully ignore that fact).
While the system in Nazi Germany received unwavering support from the government.
Apartheid in South Africa is
seen as a thing of the past while
Nazism was viewed by its nation
as a system for the future. I personally wish that MPAC would
turn its energies to finding a
reasonable solution to the situation in South Africa instead of
coining deceiving phrases and
condoning actions that both
embarrass us and inflame the
situation in South Africa.
Ronald Muldrum
Gannett Hall

Ways to stop hunger
To the editor:
Hunger has been a prevalent
problem in our country and the
world for a number of years.
Due to its scope, it often seems
like an overwhelming dilemma
that individuals cannot impact.
There are, however, many useful
ways that one person can help
alleviate this distressing situation. Beyond the finanical
response of donating money to
a relief agency, one can add action to this support. One important group which started up on
campus last year was Bread for
the World. This is a national

Lawrence Bean
206 Estabrooke

Many thanks
To the editor

principles of our democracy, in
which legal channels are provided for the expression of one's
opinion, by condoning anarchy
("civil disobedience"). This
organization is trying to get its
way by making a nuisance of
itself, like a child who wants a
cookie.
As if to justify, the organization and its members employ
such terminology as "Nazi-like
racism" in reference to South
Africa's policy of apartheto.
Because such a phrase is so effective in gaining sympathy for
themselves, they ignore the
truth of the matter. The truth is
that a comparison of Nazi Germany to South Africa is
ridiculous. The key difference
between the two nations, and
the difference that makes a
comparison of the two unjust,

also unexpectedly thrilled by
winning the drawing prize of
free admission for the whole
family to most UMO athletic
events for the entire year! We
hope the Faculty and Staff Appreciation Day will become an To the editor:
annual event. In the meantime,
we will be enjoying UMO more
I wish to publicly make
than ever.
known to the UMO community the fact that I was wrong to
Dr. Dave Klocko and family call the
students of UMO a
Bangor "disgusting bunch of narrow-

organization concerned with affecting legislation on hunger
issues. It comes from a nondenominational Christian viewpoint with the assumption that
Congressional representatives
are clearly affected by input
from their constituents. There is
an emphasis on letter writing
with respect to current legislation as well as education on
these issues. For anyone interested, meetings are held the
second Wednesday of the
month starting at noon in
Drummond Chapel with
prayers, and moving at 12:20 to
the Ham room. Each month

there will be a simple shared
meal and study group, on the
fourth Wednesday. Other upcoming hunger events include
World Food Day on Oct. 6, a
day that will be observed all
across the country. Also in late
November will be the OXFAM
fast when people will be able to
use money that would have
gone for meals to send to more
destitute people. Anyone desiring more information should
call Robin Thomas (827-3370)
or Sr. Peggy Cummins
(866-2155-866-4888).
Robin Thomas
Milford

Stands corrected
minded, one dimensional
automatons."
The plural of automaton is
automata.
oBiff Wellington
Orono

Funding the bus
To the editor:

is no such thing as recreational
pharmacology. To believe it ex-1-vioWd like to talcelasue with ists is to believe in fairy tales.
a couple of statements made by Unfortunately, drug usage has
Dr. Robert Dana in the Oct. 10, no happy endings.
1985 issue of The Daily Maine
One can drink and not get
Campus. I have met Dr. Dana drunk, but I challenge someone
and found him to be genuinely to use drugs and not get stonconcerned about the students ed. Altering consciousness is an
and the problems of chemical escape, however you look at it.
dependency and chemical We all need to occasionally
abuse. It is because of this that escape, but there are better
ways
I find it difficult to believe what than drugs.
I perceive to be an endorsement
I also question the practice of
of drug usage by him. He said, using university money to fund
"If you're going to take drugs, busing people to and from bars.
you need to take them for the If a person is old enough to
right reasons." I question what drink, they are
old enough to
the right reasons might possibly take responsibility
for the acbe. It is my opinion that there tions that result from drinking.
•

The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters from any source — unless you
write how do we know what you're
thinking. Every letter must be accompanied by a name, address and
telephone number for verification —
anonymity will be protected if so
desired but only if the letter can be
verified.

I believe the money could be
better utilized on the campus
for the students who cannot
drink. It is necessary to present
more and better alternatives for
these students.
One out of five people suffers
from some effect of alcoholism
in his or her life. Do we need to
encourage drunkenness by offering free rides to the bars? I
do not want to sec people driving drunk, but I don't believe it
is appropriate for university
money to be spent on a "booze
bus."

Johanna Stadler
Chadbourne Hall
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Italian government split over Achille Lauro affair
ROME(AP)- The Achille Lauro ended
its odyssey of terror Atdnesday, steaming into its home port of Genoa where
two more Palestinians were charged in
the killing of an American passenger
during the ship's hijacking.
The body of the dead American was
flown to Rome for an autopsy, while the
Italian government faced collapse over
its handling of the hijack affair.
Gennaro Calabrese De Feo, chief prosecutor in Genoa, said all seven Palestinians accused in last week's hijacking of
the cruise liner had been charged with

kidnapping and murder in slaying of
Leon Klinghoffer, the American tourist
whose body was found Monday along
the Syrian Coast.
Prime Minister Bettino Craxi's coalition, one of the longest-lived Italian
governments since World War II, split
over how the piracy case was handled
and appeared ready to fall. Defense
Minister
Giovanni
Spadolini's
Republican Party quit the 26-month-old
Cabinet, angered by Craxi's refusal to
detain a PLO official the United States
accused of masterminding the hijacking.

Report says minorities
die younger than whites
WASHINGTON (AP) - Blacks and
other minorities are less healthy and die
younger than whites, the government
reported Wednesday, but it said many of
the estimated 60,000 early deaths that
occur each year could be prevented.
Health and Human Services Secretary
Margaret M. Heckler, in releasing the
report, said there is "a pronounced and
stubborn disparity" betwen the health of
whites and that of blacks and other
minorities which has not appreciably
narrowed in the years that statistics have
been kept.
She said about 80 pa-cent of the early deaths result from cancer, heart
disease and stroke, alcohol and drug
abuse, diabetes, infant mortality, accidents, or murder.
She said she intends to shift $3 million
in available funds to help to alert
minorities of the risk they face and to
encourage changes in health habits.

But she-also said she would propose
no big new federal program to confront
the problem, saying it was unnecessary
and, because of budget problems,
unrealistic. The task force estimated that
there are more than 18,000 excess deaths
among blacks due to heart attack and
stroke each year, compared with the
number of death that would occur if
their health was on par with whites.
The task force also estimated there
were nearly 11,000 excess deaths from
murder and accident; 8,000 excess deaths
from cancer: 6,000 excess deaths from infant mortality; 2,100 excess deaths from
cirrhosis of the liver; and 1,850 excess
deaths from diabetes among blacks.
Altogether, the task force report said,
about 42.5 percent of the deaths among
blacks were "excess."
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Craxi's government did not stop Abbas from leaving for Yugoslavia, provoking U.S. outrage and condemnation by
Spadolini, the defense minister. Abbas
later left Yugoslavia, and his present
whereabouts are unknown.
Spadolini has criticized Italy's Middle
East policy as devised by Craxi and
Foreign Minister Giulio Andreotti,
especially their willingness to deal with
the Palestine Liberation Organization.
The defense minister said he learned of

He and two other Republican
ministers resigned from the 30-member
Cabinet, which appeared to doom
Caazi's coalition. The Socialist prime
minister said, however, that he had no
intention of resigning immediately and
would take the government's case to
Parliament.

Ortega suspends rights,
draws much criticistn.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) Operosition leaders said Wednesday
the suspension of civil rights will intensify the war-like atmosphere in this
leftist-ruled nation and may encourage support for U.S.-backed
rebels.
President Daniel Ortega announced Tuesday night that free expression,
public assembly and the right to strike
had been suspended because of
"brutal aggression" by the United
States and "its internal allies" against
the Sandinista regime.
His decree subjects Nicaraguans to
inspection of mail and search and
seizure without warrant. Authorities
have no obligation to release information about those arrested.
News media must submit their
material to the Interior Ministry's
director of communications before
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Abbas' release from television news
reports.
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publication or broadcast. Similar
rules have not affected foreign journalists in the past, but the scope of
the current decree was not clear
immediately.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes called
Ortega's action "a clear example of
the Sandinistas tightening their control of their country by violating basic
freedoms and refusing to tolerate dissent" that reflects "growing disillusionment with the Sandinista regime
by large parts of the population and
the Sandinistas' fear of their own
people."
The Sandinistas overthrew rightist
President Anastasio Somoza in July
1919 and suspended most rights and
constitutional guarantees when they
declared a state of emergency in
March 1982.
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Rodger's: Home of the Discount Ski Shop
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is coming to your campus Thursday, Oct. 17th
to put on a big ski sale.

Some of the great savings are:
* '84185 Pre-1600 GSP's, Reg. $295, only $149
* '84185 Kastle Super-G, Reg. $320, sale $149
* Marker M-40 Racing Bindings, Reg. $150, sale $79
* Salomon 637, Reg. $110, sale $59
* Marker M-25 Bindings, Reg. $110, sale $39
* No-wax X-C Skis and Bindings,$140 value, only $39
* Scott-poles,-Reg. $35, only $45-* Scott goggles, Reg. $35, only $15
* Assorted Marker T-necks. Reg. $18, only $8
* Assorted gloves, valued to $45, now $15

AND MUM MUCH MORE!
Hours: 9-5 in Student Union, N. Lown Room
Checks, Visa & Mastercard Accepted
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"Carol and the Charmers,"
with Carol Pollack on lead vocal,
Steve Marshall on guitar, Rob
Pollack on bass and David Ellis on
drums, played a three-day stint at
Barstan's. This Portland-based
band was led on stage by Carol
Pollack's powerful vocals. "The
Charmers," an up and coming
band, Nue backed bands as well
known as Blue Oyster Cult. The
upbeat dance tunes, which were
mostly Top 40, got the crowd dancing. 'Although the vocals got
whiny and irritating in some songs,
the high energy and good light
show make them a fun band to see.
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Carol
and the
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Communique

Above, "Carol and the
Charmers" with Carol Pollack on
lead vocals, Steve Marshall on lead
guitar and Rob Pollack on bass,
crank out at Barstan's. To left, and
at upper left, Carol lets it fly.

Friday, October 18
Publishing a High School Newspaper: A one day conference for student
journalists and advisers (register with CID). Lown Room, Union. 9 a.m. —
4 p.m.

You're never too old
to quit blowing smoke.

Forestry Seminat Assistant Professor Katherine Carter, Forest Biology: "Efficiency of Plus lice Selection fri Black and White Spruce." 204 Nutting.
Noon.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

Moslem Friday Prayer. Drummond Chapel. Noon.
Migratory Fish Research Institute Seminar. Richard W. Langton, Maine
Department of Marine Resources "Fisheries in the Gulf of Maine" 102
Murray. 3:10 p.m.

IV

American Heart
Association

MCA Bible study. South Bangor Lounge. 6:30 p.m.
Music: Pat Bailey, trumpet; Elizabeth Downing, flute; Ginger Yang Hwalek,
piano; Admission $3.50 public, $1.50 senior citizens and students.Lord Hall.
8 p.m.
Saturday, October 19
Maine Bound: Paddle, Pack and Climb (multi-element) course. Call 1794
for information. All day.
Poetry Readings by Grace Paley and Bea Gates. Sponsored by the department of English and Maine Writers and Publisher Alliance. 100 Neville. 7:30
p.m.

B E YOINTOWORD PROCESSING
Theses, Reports, Resumes, Manuscripts
Rapid Turn Around and Competitive Pricing
Cost Effective Editing and Redrafting
Letter Quality Printing and Spelling Verification
Technical Tables and Graphics
• 945-9626
• ••
Resource Assessment Service

Earn your Credits
abroad.
•Erigland
*Israel
•Irr7.1and
•Germany
*Spain
a !icily
mark
•Egypt
•Switzerluna
•Mexico
• Canada
•France
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INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12- 15CREDITS
SUMVER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
(DUBLIN

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Commun:ty Col!ege
Norxich, CT 06360
885-1931 X243

COLIFG CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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F.H. captains strive for national ranking
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer

The field hockey team, under the
guidance of Jeri Waterhouse, are
rebuilding the Black Bear program and
with two wins last week upped its record
to 7-7-1. A significant part of Maine's"
schedule is against Division I teams and
many of those contests are versus
nationally-ranked schools.
This is a new aspect to the UMO program and the entire team is gunning for
one thing in the future: to be nationally
ranked.
The captains of this year's squad,
senior Michelle Fowler and junior Kim
Morison, are keeping that dream alive in
the rest of the Black Bear players.
"My fi-eshman year," Morison said,
"we played a lot of Maine teams and we
had trouble with them. This year we've
been dominating all the in-state
games."
Fowler said the Black Bears have
become more Division I oriented.
"When I was a freshman ... more than
anything else I wanted to be the best I
could be," Fowler admitted, "but now
Kim Morison, shown in a game earlier this season, had
my personal goals have become even
two assists last weekend
(Landr
y photo).
more team-oriented. I really want to help
the program here at the university
The big test for the Black Bears could
Top 20. Maine, in its four attempts
become respected, to be competitive at
be their season finale Nov. 3 at Boston challenging
a national power, has not yet
Division 1."
College. The Eagles are ranked in the
scored. In the Black Bears last contest
against a "respected" school, the University of Massachusetts on Oct. 7, the
fourth-ranked Minutemen had to battle
for a 3-0 victory, however. That was a big
difference in the thrashing UMO took
when the University of New Hampshire,
ranked third at the time, left Orono with
a 7-0 win on Sept. 7.
"I know we can beat a Top 20
team," Morison said. "If we can keep
coming up with wins our program will
become known."
Fowler and Morison play mostly
defense on the back two lines, but occasionally Waterhouse juggles the positions enabling the two captains to get a

MAINE HOCKEY
vs.
SOKOL KIEV of RUSSIA

chance to score. Whatever position they
play, howmer, Waterhouse said her cocaptains this season demand a lot from
themselves and expect the same from
their teammates.
"Kim and Michelle are not showing
me lapses of being unable to perform," she said. "They know there's
70 minutes to play and they're playing
every minute'
"They believe they have a shot at winning when they walk out on the field. I
think a true competitor is not satisfied
-until they win every game. And they're
true competitors."
The two Black Bear leaders agreed
that one of the major reasons why they
enjoy playing field hockey is because it
is "fun," but they said there were also
other aspects to the sport.
"I like the competitive atmosphere,"
Fowler confessed. "I really enjoy the
social aspect of it also. For three months
its 20 people practically together all the
time. You make long-lasting friendships."
Morison said, "I enjoy it a great deal
and I like the people on our team. It's
a lot of fun to stay with it and watch the
sport grow."
Being a captain brings a lot of responsibilty, but Waterhouse said both Kim
and Michelle are excellent leaders.
"They kind of bridge the communication gap," she said. "I see them as a
cohesive fare for the team. Many times
I bounce ideas off of them before I take
them to the team:'
"With them having an inside track to
me they are able to forsee needs for a
change. The team looks to them for
leadership."
Fowler said it was an honor to be picked by the players to represent the team.
"Captains are the leaders on the team,
a link between the players and the
coaches," Fowler said. "We communicate things both ways - from the
coaches to the players and from the
players to the coaches."
(see CAPTAINS page 11)
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ALL STUDENTS WITH UMO I.D. - $5.00
THIS IS A 45% DISCOUNT OVER THE
REGULAR TICKET PRICE!!
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PLEASE SIGN UP IN
THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
142 MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM
M- F 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Electrc

Wednesdays

Buck Night

$1.00 admission

PLEASE NOTE:
Due to the fact that this game is an
exhibition, AND NOT PART OF THE
REGULAR SEASON SCHEDULE, student all
sports passes will NOT be valid for this
game.
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free admission for all ladies
Call to

Live WZON Broadcast
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103 Park Street (formerly Time Out)
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SPORTS ABOUND •Captains
St. Louis starter, Joaquin Andujar,
went six innings, neither pitching
effectively.
Hershiser beat Andujar in
Game 2 in Los Angeles, but that
was the last game the Dodgers
would win in this series.

Cards beat L.A.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jack
Clark, acquired in the off-season
to put some power in a lineup built
on speed, hit a three-run home run
with two out in the ninth inning to
give St. Louis a 7-5 victory over
Los Angeles Wednesday and send
the Cardinals into their 14th World
Series.
ikvice the Cardinals fought back
from deficits to beat the Dodgers
in the sixth game of the National
League playoffs. The Cardinals
thus completed a four-game sweep
of the Dodgers after losing the first
two games.
Ozzie Smith, the playoff Most
Valuable Player who had won the
fifth game with a ninth-inning
homer, capped a three-run seventh
with a run-scoring triple that tied
the score 4-4, but the Dodgers
regained the lead on a lead-off
homer by Mike Marshall in the
eighth.
Facing the Dodgers' ace reliever,
Tom Niedenfuer, the Cardinals
started their winning rally with one
out in the ninth on a single by
Willie McGee, who came into the
game with only four hits in 21
playoff at-bats.
McGee stole second and
Niedenfuer then walked Smith. A
bouncing ball to first by Tommy
Herr sent the runners to second
and third, and Clark, the Cardinals' cleanup hitter, hit the first
pitch deep into the left field stands
as Dodgers outfielder Ftciro Guerrero watched helplessly.
The hit put the Cardinals in only their second World Series since
divisional play began in 1969. The
Cardinals won the 1982 World
Series over Milwaukee in seven
games.
The winning pitcher4Wednesday
was rookie right-hander Todd
Worrell, who gave up Marshall's
eight-inning homer, and lefthander Ken Dayley pitched the
ninth-inning to save it for the
Cardinals.
This was a contest settled between the bullpens of the two
teams. Dodgers starter Orel Hershiser worked 6,/i inni s and the
MMI
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Royals win series
T0R0N10(AP)— The Kansas
City Royals, the team that would
not quit, completed a stunning turnaround Wednesday night by
beating the Toronto Blue Jays 6-2
behind Jim Sundberg's 4 RBI to
win the decisive seventh game of
the American League playoffs and
advance to the World Series.
The victory set up an allMissouri, Show-Me Showdpwn in
the World Series starting Saturday
night in Kansas City between the
Royals and the St. Louis Cardinals,
who won the National League pennant earlier Wednesday by beating
Los Angeles, 7-5.
The Royals iced their comeback
from a three games-to-one deficit
when Sundberg drove in three runs
with a bases-loaded triple off the
top of the right field wall in the
sixth inning.
Thus ended Canada's hopes for
the first World Series outside the
United States.
In any other year since divisional playoffs began in 1969,
Toronto would have won, three
games to one. But this year, for the
first time, it was a best-of seven
format, not best-of-five, and the
Royals took full advantaged of the
extra two games.
Sundberg finished the series
with a team-high 6 RBI, one more
than teammate George Brett, the
playoff Most Valuable Player who
had eight hits including three
homers in 23 at-bats.
Kansas City's victory reversed
AL East dominance in recent
league playoffs. The 1980 Royals
were the last AL West team to win
a playoff and the Oakland teams
of 1972-73-74 were the only other
Western representatives to win
since \the divisional play began.
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Do you have a long trip ahead of you this vacation? Nothing makes the drive go faster than
some new music to listen to. We have cassettes for you--all the latest hits, plus our bargain
rack full of unbelievable titles at $3.99 each.
So,stop in on your way through town and ride
home in aural ecstasy!
Open Fridays until 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Call for a free consultatior
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Morison and Fowler both seemed to
have come to field hockey as a second
choice, but are more than pieased about
the outcome.
Morison was on a gymnastics program for nine years before she picked up
a field hockey stick because "all my
friends were playing it." When she attended Mount Blue 1-ligh School she
competed in track, softball, gymnastics
and field hockey. Morison said she
decided on attending UMO for academic
reasons and because Lisa Burger, the
assistant director of physical education
and athletics, pushed the field hockey
program. She also planned on joining

UMO's gymnastics team, but the sport
was cut the summer before her freshman
year.
Fowler, meanwhile, was more of a soccer nut before she went into her
freshman year at Waterville High. The
Panthers, however, did not have a varsity soccer program.
"I wanted to play on an organized
team," Fowler said. "Field hockey was
the other alternative."
Fowler decided on UMO also for
academic reasons and also because the
Black Bears have the best program in the
state.
It is a program that is continually improving and if Fowler and Morison have
their hopes turned to reality, it will be
a program among the nations best and
listed in the lbp 20 rankings.

**************
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Morison said,"We set an acample and
make sure we keep working hard and doing what we're suppose to do."

(continued from page 10)

PS.--guitarists, check out our supply of strings.
Why drive all the way to Bangor when we've
got them right here?
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AT&T's60%and40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible
lossfor English literature.
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And of course,she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length,either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays,or
from ilpm to 8am,Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate
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on your state-to-state cats.
Call between 5pm and llpm,Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on you
r
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company,choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone."
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The right choice.
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